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Abstract 

The paper introduces a model-based optimization procedure for the design of a control system with signal synchronization, real-
time bus priority and green light speed advisory to car drivers. The traffic model simulates car traffic as platoons and bus movements 
individually. An optimization routine simulates the effect of different bus priority rules, which can be actuated online through bus 
identification devices and applies a metaheuristic algorithm to optimize signal settings. The macroscopic model and the design 
method have been applied and also tested in microsimulation on a principal street in Rome with a tram line on a reserved lane. 
Results obtained show that offline signal optimization and online signal priority can significantly reduce both travel times of bus 
riders and delays for total traffic. Similarly, speed advisory to drivers, if considered in signal optimization, can improve not only 
drivers’ delays but even transit passengers’ delays because it allows more efficient use of the road. 
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1. Introduction  

Recent advances in communication technologies that support connected vehicles open new perspectives for traffic 
control. They introduce additional knowledge of all connected vehicle positions and allow to provide drivers with 
recommended speeds through in-vehicle messages. Signal synchronization usually seeks to optimize travel times based 
on traffic flow measures, while transit priority control system adapts signal settings to only current bus positions. In 
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the presence of connected vehicles, traffic control includes guided adaptations of car drivers who comply with optimal 
speed advice and optimizes signal settings taking into account predicted arrivals of all connected vehicles. 

Beside the well-established literature on traffic signal control (see for example Fusco et al. 2017 for a review), a 
more recent research stream is growing that considers the additional functions enabled by Connected Vehicle 
technology for Green Light Speed Advisory (GLOSA) systems (Katsaros et al., 2011; Wan, 2016; Stebbins, 2017; 
Stahlmann et al., 2018; Edwards et a., 2018) and for enhanced transit priority strategies through bus-signal 
coordination (Hu et al., 2016). 

In this paper, we introduce a simulation-based optimization method, called SINTAC, conceived as a design tool for 
near-optimal pre-timed traffic signal coordination of road arteries with actuated bus priority control and driver speed 
advisory. This method generalizes the platoon progression model by Colombaroni et al. (2009) in order to simulate 
movements and stops of individual buses and assess different transit priority control policies. With respect to the 
existing literature, this method solves the bus priority problem with an optimization method similar to Stevanovic et 
al. (2008) but applies an original macroscopic platoon-based model instead of a commercial micro-simulation package. 
With reference to the specific literature on GLOSA applications (Seredynski et al., 2015; Hu et al. 2016; and Laskaris 
et al., 2018, among others), it introduces the simulation of GLOSA in the same optimization-simulation procedure.  

This integrated framework opens new perspectives for the assessment of technology advances in ICT applications 
to connected vehicles and for the design of integrated control systems that optimize signal regulation depending on 
real-time locations of both private and public vehicles. 

2. Traffic Model 

Traffic model provides queue lengths and average delays at signals of platoons traveling along an urban artery. The 
delay at nodes is defined as the excess of travel time relative to travel at the synchronization constant speed.  So, the 
transient phases are all included in the effective red time. The delay at nodes depends on the arrival time and the length 
of the platoon as well as on the starting and the time length of the red at the signal. Three different cases may occur.  

 
Case A: Platoon p arrives at node i during the time interval necessary to clear the queue (if any) at the end of red 

time. In this case, the whole platoon is delayed (front-delayed platoon, illustrated in Fig.1, left) and the total delay is 
given by equation (1), whose term between parentheses represents the average delay per vehicle.  
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• Di,p is the total delay of the vehicles of platoon p stopped at node i. 
• Ji is the offset of node i, defined as the difference between the instants of half red time of node i and node 1; 
• ri is the effective red time of node i; 
• ti is the time needed to clear the queue at the end of red at node i: it is given by the total number of vehicles 

delayed at node i, before the platoon p arrives, divided by q(vS), the flow at the cruise speed along the artery; 
• ti,p e li,p are, respectively, the arrival time and the time length of platoon p at node i; 
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the start of red time at the next cycle C, so that the rear of the platoon, denoted by z in Figure 1, right, is delayed.  
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Case C: Platoon p arrives at node i after the queue (if any) at the end of red time has been cleared and ends before 
the start of red time, so that it is not delayed. 
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Fig. 1. Node delay for a front-delayed platoon (on the left) and for a rear-delayed platoon (on the right). 

The traffic model performs the platoon classification at nodes, which is needed to determine the average delay and 
the number of stopped vehicles, and the platoon recombination at nodes and links, which are needed to determine the 
departure time and the length of platoons. 

The mechanism of platoon recombination at nodes is exemplified in Figure 2 (left), where two platoons, A-type 
and B-type (denoted as 1 and 2, respectively, in the figure), arrive at the node i and a third platoon of vehicles (denoted 
as 3) entering the artery from side streets starts at the beginning of the effective red time for the artery (i.e., at the 
beginning of the effective green time for side streets). Since A-type platoon is split into 2 sub-platoons (1’ and 1” in 
the figure) and platoon 2 arrives before the queue has been cleared, it joins platoon 1”. Departures at the node are then 
composed by platoon 1’, whose starting time coincides with its arrival time; by platoon 2, which starts at the end of 
the effective red time, and by platoon 3, entering the artery from side streets. 

Platoon progression and recombination along the links are illustrated by the example in Figure 2 (Right). The link 
module computes the arrival times and the time length of platoons at the downstream intersection. The arrival time is 
determined by applying either the synchronization speed or an acceleration rate if drivers are advised to accelerate 
with the goal of arriving at the next intersection during the green. The first vehicle of platoon 1 travels at the 
synchronization speed vS. Drivers of following vehicles may change their speed spontaneously if some preceding 
vehicle exited from the arterial and formed gaps ahead within the platoon, or if they received any recommendation 
from GLOSA system. These two cases are represented in the figure by speeds v’ and v”, respectively.  

 

  
Fig. 2. Examples of platoon recombination at a node i (on the left) and of platoon progression and recombination along a link (on the right). 
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Dashed line represents the trajectory of the last vehicle if no vehicle of the platoon had left the artery or if, in any 
case, it had traveled at the synchronization speed; however, due to exiting vehicles, all vehicles within the platoon can 
accelerate and travel at a higher speed, as indicated for the last one, whose speed is indicated as v”. The time length is 
computed by subtracting the vehicles that leave the artery at the upstream node and assuming that all vehicles 
belonging to the platoon can accelerate, compressing then the platoon.  

The node delay model computes delays at every approach of the artery by checking, for each arriving platoon, 
which condition occurs among the A), B), C) cases introduced in the previous section. Since the existence and the 
length of a queue cannot be determined before all platoons have been analyzed, the delay computation requires an 
iterative procedure that classifies the different platoons progressively, as already remarked. It is worth noting that such 
a procedure involves few iterations because the platoons can both catch up with each other along the links and 
recompose themselves at nodes when more platoons arrive during the red phase. 

2.1. Bus Priority Model 

Bus priority model is designed to simulate pre-timed signal settings (passive bus priority, applied as reference 
timing plan) and to take into account also different actuated bus priority strategies. It simulates buses individually and 
computes the number of passengers, the dwell time and the vehicle position in the queue, if any, for each bus at each 
bus stop. Buses arriving during the same signal cycle are moved as platoons along the downstream link. It is so possible 
to assess time-varying traffic signal performances during the simulation and evaluate new priority rules that consider 
several components like bus schedule adherence, the number of passengers on the bus, traffic flow on cross streets, 
green split, predicted headway between two following priority requests. In order to avoid excessive disadvantages to 
general traffic, a limit is set to the number of consecutive cycles where buses can have priority.  

Figure 3 depicts the flow chart of the whole process for bus priority acknowledgment rule and simulation. Given 
the transit data as routes, stops, and number of passengers, the model computes bus departures, bus arrivals at stops 
and predicted arrival at nodes. These are computed independently from the traffic model as buses are assumed running 
on reserved lanes so that interactions with car traffic occur only at nodes. At each iteration –that is, for each signal 
cycle– and at each node i, predicted arrival times at nodes are input for the Priority acknowledgment module. Then, 
the model simulates and evaluates the priority acknowledgment rule; in this step, it computes bus delay at node i+1 
and alters the signal timings; then the traffic model is applied to compute cars delay. As the priority rule is selected, 
the “Priority action” module chooses the most suitable action, depending on the current state of signals and sends the 
relative information to the traffic model, in order to update the “Platoon classification at node i+1” module.  

Priority actions consist in either anticipating the start of green or extending the end of the green. The choice of the 
most suitable action depends on the predicted arrival time of the bus at the stop line. 

 
Fig. 3. Simulation model of car traffic and bus priority. 
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Fig. 2. Examples of platoon recombination at a node i (on the left) and of platoon progression and recombination along a link (on the right). 
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Dashed line represents the trajectory of the last vehicle if no vehicle of the platoon had left the artery or if, in any 
case, it had traveled at the synchronization speed; however, due to exiting vehicles, all vehicles within the platoon can 
accelerate and travel at a higher speed, as indicated for the last one, whose speed is indicated as v”. The time length is 
computed by subtracting the vehicles that leave the artery at the upstream node and assuming that all vehicles 
belonging to the platoon can accelerate, compressing then the platoon.  

The node delay model computes delays at every approach of the artery by checking, for each arriving platoon, 
which condition occurs among the A), B), C) cases introduced in the previous section. Since the existence and the 
length of a queue cannot be determined before all platoons have been analyzed, the delay computation requires an 
iterative procedure that classifies the different platoons progressively, as already remarked. It is worth noting that such 
a procedure involves few iterations because the platoons can both catch up with each other along the links and 
recompose themselves at nodes when more platoons arrive during the red phase. 

2.1. Bus Priority Model 

Bus priority model is designed to simulate pre-timed signal settings (passive bus priority, applied as reference 
timing plan) and to take into account also different actuated bus priority strategies. It simulates buses individually and 
computes the number of passengers, the dwell time and the vehicle position in the queue, if any, for each bus at each 
bus stop. Buses arriving during the same signal cycle are moved as platoons along the downstream link. It is so possible 
to assess time-varying traffic signal performances during the simulation and evaluate new priority rules that consider 
several components like bus schedule adherence, the number of passengers on the bus, traffic flow on cross streets, 
green split, predicted headway between two following priority requests. In order to avoid excessive disadvantages to 
general traffic, a limit is set to the number of consecutive cycles where buses can have priority.  

Figure 3 depicts the flow chart of the whole process for bus priority acknowledgment rule and simulation. Given 
the transit data as routes, stops, and number of passengers, the model computes bus departures, bus arrivals at stops 
and predicted arrival at nodes. These are computed independently from the traffic model as buses are assumed running 
on reserved lanes so that interactions with car traffic occur only at nodes. At each iteration –that is, for each signal 
cycle– and at each node i, predicted arrival times at nodes are input for the Priority acknowledgment module. Then, 
the model simulates and evaluates the priority acknowledgment rule; in this step, it computes bus delay at node i+1 
and alters the signal timings; then the traffic model is applied to compute cars delay. As the priority rule is selected, 
the “Priority action” module chooses the most suitable action, depending on the current state of signals and sends the 
relative information to the traffic model, in order to update the “Platoon classification at node i+1” module.  

Priority actions consist in either anticipating the start of green or extending the end of the green. The choice of the 
most suitable action depends on the predicted arrival time of the bus at the stop line. 

 
Fig. 3. Simulation model of car traffic and bus priority. 
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3. Optimization Algorithm 

3.1. Objective Function 

In this study, an algorithm has been developed to optimize the signal synchronization by taking into account the 
delay of both public and private traffic. The algorithm combines the search for a global minimum by a genetic 
algorithm and a local refinement procedure with predefined steps around the tentative solution point. The objective 
function is defined as a linear combination of different components of total delays on the artery, calculated as follows. 
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with the following definition of symbols: 
• D(1)i the total car passenger delay at node i in direction 1 
• D(2)i the total car passenger delay at node i in direction 2 
• D(l)h,i the total car passenger delay of queue hÎH in lateral approach l at node i 
• D(b)b,i the total delay at node i for passengers in bus bÎB 
• w1 the weight of delay in direction 1, with 0 ≤ w1 ≤ 1  
• wl the weight of delay in lateral approaches l, with wl Î Â+ 
• wb the weight of delay for passengers on buses, with wb Î Â+ 

3.2. Genetic Algorithm 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) represents each possible signal setting solution for the artery through a genome whose 
elements symbolize the cycle length, the green split in each of the 2 directions and the offset of each signal.  

The evolutionary process of GA starts from an initial population of individuals that correspond to possible 
solutions, each of them characterized by a different genome patrimony. Since the quality of the initial population 
affects the algorithm convergence significantly, a subset of the initial solutions has been designed by applying simple 
but reliable criteria that are usually good practice in traffic engineering, while the remaining have been chosen by 
random. More specifically, the following special designed solutions have been considered: 
• the actual signal settings; 
• a maximal green bandwidth solution corresponding to the maximal of the actual cycle lengths of the artery and 

the actual green splits, computed by applying the algorithm developed by Papola and Fusco (1998a); 
• a good practice solution obtained by applying the following simple rules, that is: either Webster’s optimum cycle 

length for medium-low saturation degree or minimum cycle length for high saturation degree; green splits 
according to either equisaturation criterion or a priority criterion that assigns all the available green to the artery; 
offset set according to the maximum bandwidth criterion. 

In addition, all the solutions must fulfill a set of constraints on the minimum and maximum values for the cycle 
length, the green splits and green time for pedestrian crossing. 

At each generation, the optimization algorithm computes the fitness of each individual of the population by 
simulating the road artery under the pre-timed signal setting corresponding to the genome of that individual and 
implementing a given priority strategy (or a combination of them with given weights), which modifies the pre-timed 
signal plan according to the bus arrival at intersections. 

Then, GA uses the roulette wheel method to apply the well-known genetic operators of crossover and mutation. 
The probability of mutation, in the absence of improvements in the objective function, varies linearly from γmin to γmax 
in a given number of iterations. This strategy is used to avoid a deadlock into a local minimum. The GA also uses the 
feature of elitism to keep a quota η of the solutions ordered according to their fitness. 

The genetic algorithm stops after a given number of iterations. Then, a local adjustment algorithm applies a strategy 
similar to the Hill-Climbing method used by Transyt. It performs a series of trials sequentially to increase and then 
decrease the design variables: cycle length, green rate splits and offsets. The algorithm tries variable perturbations by 
applying three step lengths s1 > s2 > s3 > 0 for each of them. It keeps each variable change that improved the objective 
function and continues to try changes until no more improvements are obtained. 
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4. Experimental Application 

The procedure described in the previous sections was applied to simulate the road traffic and the above-mentioned 
bus priority strategies and drivers’ speed advisory on a suitably selected stretch of via Prenestina, a main street located 
in the Eastern area of Rome hosting a tram corridor. The road segment considered, depicted in Figure 4, is a 2km-
long, 2-lane urban street, which contains 6 signalized intersections and is served by 3 tram lines operated with 33m 
long vehicles having a capacity of 270 passengers and running on separated transit lanes. Two tram lines have a 
frequency of 7 vehicle/hour, the remaining of 5 vehicle/hour so that the total frequency is 19 vehicle/hour. Traffic 
flows in the a.m. peak hour were surveyed on the field and simulated by the model. Saturation flows used by the traffic 
optimization program were estimated by applying the well-known standard HCM (2010) method.  

To test the performances of our simulation-optimization method, the road artery was studied by applying the 
microsimulation software SUMO with TRACI interface for traffic signal control simulation (Wegener et al., 2008). 

The goal of the microsimulation is twofold: compare the platoon-based traffic model with a microsimulation model 
and then assess the results of the design method by using a different model from that used to compute the optimization. 
Consistently with the objective function definition, total delays were computed separately for the arterial, lateral 
streets, and transit. It is just worth mentioning that flows are invariant in different scenarios so that total person delay 
or average delay per person differ only for a scale factor. 

Intersection positions, hourly vehicular flows, current signal settings and the corresponding average delays at the 
intersections, computed by the platoon-based model, are reported in Table 1.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Stretch of the road arterial (via Prenestina in Rome) with the signalized intersections under study. 

Table 1. Abscissae, vehicular flows, current signal settings and average vehicle delays (s) at the intersections on the artery. 
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Fieramosca  683 1188 1210 0 693 120 0.5 0.5 8 19 22 3 2 
C. Casilina  734 962 1166 412 0 120 0.37 0.83 57 3 51 17 1 
Dep.ATAC  864 962 1191 0 0 90 0.73 0.73 11 8 0 0 2 
P.Labicano  1633 0 1191 1634 0 122 0.5 0.5 0 22 24 9 7 
P.Maggiore  2064 604 0 0 2370 153 0.29 n.a. 45 0 11 0 2 

Legend: x: Intersection abscissa (m); qEB, qWB, qNB, qSB: Eastbound, Westbound, Northbound and Southbound traffic flows (veh/h); C: Cycle 
length (s); gE, gW:  Eastbound and Westbound green splits for the artery (adimensional); dE, dW, dL: Average delay for cars Eastbound, Westbound 
directions and Lateral streets (s); dT,E: Eastbound delay for Transit; dT,E: Westbound delay for Transit (s). 
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of the same road artery with 19 intersections was considered, which also includes the segment to optimize.  
A model in SUMO was built and calibrated against observed flows at each intersection with the aim of properly 

reproducing intersection capacity and vehicle progression. To have a simpler but standard term of comparison, also 
the HCM (2010) method was applied to compute delays at every intersection. The average delays for the whole arterial 
and the segment under study were calculated as a weighted average of individual delays with traffic flows. 

Results of the comparison are reported in Fig.5a. The average delays along the arterial computed with the platoon-
based model are very similar to those obtained in microsimulation SUMO (2% for the whole arterial and 7% for the 
segment). The differences with the values computed with HCM (2010) method are more significant (26% and 23%, 
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respectively) as it can be expected considering the different nature of the HCM method, which assumes isolated 
junctions and applies the coordinate transformation method to take into account randomness of arrivals and possible 
oversaturation. 

Then, the study focused on the simulation of different control scenarios with and without transit priority (with FIFO 
policy) and with GLOSA on the road segment described in Fig.4. The following scenarios were analyzed:  
• no project;  
• vehicle delay minimisation (synchronization) without bus priority; 
• person delay minimisation (optimization) with bus priority; 
• person delay minimisation with bus priority (optimization) and green light speed advisory (GLOSA) with an 

allowed speed increase of 11 km/h for all drivers along the arterial.  
In the scenarios without GLOSA, it was assumed that drivers spontaneously try to fill the gap within the platoon 

by increasing their speed of 3.6 km/h. In both synchronization and optimization scenarios, the metaheuristic algorithm 
described in Section 3 is applied by assuming a population composed of 50 individuals, which evolves for 20 
generations. Although the optimization process is conducted offline and real-time actions are only simulated, the 
repetition of different cycles with different occurrences for the whole time period demonstrated to be sufficient to 
achieve consistent reductions of overall delays. The following considerations can be made from their observation: 
• in the current condition (No Project), even if vehicular delays for trams are relatively low (as shown in Table 1) 

and lower than those of cars thanks to the reserved transit lanes, the total personal delays (102 person·h) are 
significantly higher than those of car drivers on the same artery (56 person·h); 

• synchronization with respect to only car traffic reduces drivers’ delays along the artery from 56 to 48 person·h 
and lateral delays from 30 to 23 person·h; however, it increases tram users’ delays from 102 to 223 person·h; 

• optimization with respect to all users reduces every single component of the total delay and achieves an overall 
reduction from 188 to 105 person·h (–44%); 

• optimization with GLOSA allows reducing delays on the main artery not only for car drivers, who are served by 
the advisory but even for tram users, although delays at cross streets increase slightly.  

 

Fig. 5. (a) Average No Project delays at the 19-intersection whole arterial and at the 6-intersection segment under study computed by SUMO, the 
proposed model (SINTAC) and HCM 2010. (b) Total person delays at signals for different control scenarios computed by the proposed model. 

The last observation is worthy of further analysis because the positive impact of GLOSA on transit delays is not 
intuitive. Indeed, GLOSA advises drivers to accelerate if it is convenient to pass the signal at the end of the green. 
Thus, it makes the vehicle platoons shorter and allows to reduce spacings that occur along the artery because of 
vehicles that exited the artery at previous junctions. Drivers tend to do this spontaneously (in fact, a catch-up speed of 
3.6 km/h has been considered in the model even if drivers are provided with no advice); however, the GLOSA system 
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does this systematically when useful and with a suitable speed value. Shorter car platoons need shorter green times: 
this condition is highly beneficial for tram cars that do not need long durations of greens and are disadvantaged by 
long red times.  

4. Conclusions 

The paper introduced a model and an algorithm for simulating car traffic, bus priority and Green Light Advisory 
Speed along urban arteries. Different bus priority rules were tested to solve conflicting priority requests. Numerical 
tests on a 6-node artery in Rome highlighted the potential effectiveness of the optimization procedure that includes 
active transit priority at signals and speed advisory.  

Real-time bus priority at signals, if correctly included in a general optimization framework, does not disadvantage 
general traffic, but, on the contrary, can improve delays for both cars and bus passengers.  

Similarly, information to car drivers on optimal speed to catch the green before the red starts can improve delays 
even for tram passengers if this behavior is considered in the optimization method because more efficient use of the 
road allows shortening long red durations that heavily affect tram delays. 

Moreover, an integrated system of information and control that optimizes signal settings and GLOSA actions can 
take whole advantage by both mutual adaptations of drivers’ behaviors and dynamic signal settings. 

Future work is addressed to generalize signal control strategies and consider transit fleet management that delays 
earlier buses at signals in order to improve adherence to schedule. Moreover, advances in V2X communication and 
their use by private cars provide new opportunities to apply Transit Signal Priority not only to reserved transit lanes 
but also to shared lanes where transit vehicles run in mixed traffic. In fact, if a not negligible fraction of cars are 
connected, the length of the queue at signals can be estimated (Shahrbabaki et al., 2018) and the corresponding green 
extension can be accurately computed. 
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respectively) as it can be expected considering the different nature of the HCM method, which assumes isolated 
junctions and applies the coordinate transformation method to take into account randomness of arrivals and possible 
oversaturation. 

Then, the study focused on the simulation of different control scenarios with and without transit priority (with FIFO 
policy) and with GLOSA on the road segment described in Fig.4. The following scenarios were analyzed:  
• no project;  
• vehicle delay minimisation (synchronization) without bus priority; 
• person delay minimisation (optimization) with bus priority; 
• person delay minimisation with bus priority (optimization) and green light speed advisory (GLOSA) with an 

allowed speed increase of 11 km/h for all drivers along the arterial.  
In the scenarios without GLOSA, it was assumed that drivers spontaneously try to fill the gap within the platoon 

by increasing their speed of 3.6 km/h. In both synchronization and optimization scenarios, the metaheuristic algorithm 
described in Section 3 is applied by assuming a population composed of 50 individuals, which evolves for 20 
generations. Although the optimization process is conducted offline and real-time actions are only simulated, the 
repetition of different cycles with different occurrences for the whole time period demonstrated to be sufficient to 
achieve consistent reductions of overall delays. The following considerations can be made from their observation: 
• in the current condition (No Project), even if vehicular delays for trams are relatively low (as shown in Table 1) 

and lower than those of cars thanks to the reserved transit lanes, the total personal delays (102 person·h) are 
significantly higher than those of car drivers on the same artery (56 person·h); 

• synchronization with respect to only car traffic reduces drivers’ delays along the artery from 56 to 48 person·h 
and lateral delays from 30 to 23 person·h; however, it increases tram users’ delays from 102 to 223 person·h; 

• optimization with respect to all users reduces every single component of the total delay and achieves an overall 
reduction from 188 to 105 person·h (–44%); 

• optimization with GLOSA allows reducing delays on the main artery not only for car drivers, who are served by 
the advisory but even for tram users, although delays at cross streets increase slightly.  

 

Fig. 5. (a) Average No Project delays at the 19-intersection whole arterial and at the 6-intersection segment under study computed by SUMO, the 
proposed model (SINTAC) and HCM 2010. (b) Total person delays at signals for different control scenarios computed by the proposed model. 

The last observation is worthy of further analysis because the positive impact of GLOSA on transit delays is not 
intuitive. Indeed, GLOSA advises drivers to accelerate if it is convenient to pass the signal at the end of the green. 
Thus, it makes the vehicle platoons shorter and allows to reduce spacings that occur along the artery because of 
vehicles that exited the artery at previous junctions. Drivers tend to do this spontaneously (in fact, a catch-up speed of 
3.6 km/h has been considered in the model even if drivers are provided with no advice); however, the GLOSA system 
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does this systematically when useful and with a suitable speed value. Shorter car platoons need shorter green times: 
this condition is highly beneficial for tram cars that do not need long durations of greens and are disadvantaged by 
long red times.  

4. Conclusions 

The paper introduced a model and an algorithm for simulating car traffic, bus priority and Green Light Advisory 
Speed along urban arteries. Different bus priority rules were tested to solve conflicting priority requests. Numerical 
tests on a 6-node artery in Rome highlighted the potential effectiveness of the optimization procedure that includes 
active transit priority at signals and speed advisory.  

Real-time bus priority at signals, if correctly included in a general optimization framework, does not disadvantage 
general traffic, but, on the contrary, can improve delays for both cars and bus passengers.  

Similarly, information to car drivers on optimal speed to catch the green before the red starts can improve delays 
even for tram passengers if this behavior is considered in the optimization method because more efficient use of the 
road allows shortening long red durations that heavily affect tram delays. 

Moreover, an integrated system of information and control that optimizes signal settings and GLOSA actions can 
take whole advantage by both mutual adaptations of drivers’ behaviors and dynamic signal settings. 

Future work is addressed to generalize signal control strategies and consider transit fleet management that delays 
earlier buses at signals in order to improve adherence to schedule. Moreover, advances in V2X communication and 
their use by private cars provide new opportunities to apply Transit Signal Priority not only to reserved transit lanes 
but also to shared lanes where transit vehicles run in mixed traffic. In fact, if a not negligible fraction of cars are 
connected, the length of the queue at signals can be estimated (Shahrbabaki et al., 2018) and the corresponding green 
extension can be accurately computed. 
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